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Instructions : 1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Each question carries 2 marks.
3) Answer should be marked in the given OMR answer sheet by darkening

the appropriate option.
4) Use black ball point pen only for marking the circle. Do not make any

stray mark on the OMR Answer Sheet.
5) Follow the instructions given on OMR sheet.
6) Rough work shall be done on the sheet provided at the end of question

paper.
7) Only non-programmable calculators are allowed.

1. With respect to compact spinning as compared to conventional ring spinning

A) Spinning triangle is increased to a large extent

B) Hairiness of yarn is lower

C) Yarn strength is lower

D) Spinning tension is increased to a large extent

2. The most preferred beater for processing man made fibres is

A) Shirley opener B) Kirschner Beater

C) Crighton beater D) Three bladed beater

3. An eccentric top roller in a drafting system leads to

A) Change in draft with oscillation of nip line

B) Change in draft without oscillation of nip line

C) Neither change in draft nor oscillation of nip line

D) Oscillation of nip line only.
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4. Spinning system that generates false twist during spinning is

A) Ring Spinning B) Rotor spinning

C) DREF3 D) Air jet spinning

5. The break draft used to process strongly twisted roving on ring frame is

A) 1.1-1.25 B) 1.3-1.5

C) 2.0-3.0 D) >3.0

6. The desizing process mainly removes

A) Wax and tallow B) Dirt and colour

C) Starch D) Natural impurities

7. In a DSC experiment a typical heating plot for a semi-crystalline polymer
would show in order with increasing temperature

A) Cold crystallization, Glass transition, Melting

B) Glass transition, Melting, Melt crystallization

C) Glass transition, Cold crystallization, Melting

D) No specific order is observed

8. Astrazon Blue GL is recommended

A) for dyeing acrylic fabrics with a light fastness of 7-8

B) for dyeing polyester

C) for mass colouration of polypropylene

D) for dyeing cotton
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9. The setting of Poly (ethylene terephthalate) fabric is usually done at

A) 50°C B) 100°C

C) 150°C D) 200°C

10. Mercerization is carried out with NaOH of

A) 10-15%Conc B) 18-25%Conc

C) 5-10%Conc D) 25-35%Cone

11. Acid Dyes are held on Nylon by means of

A) Electrostatic force B) Covalent bond

C) Vander Wall force D) Hydrogen bond

12. Heat setting of synthetic filaments is done to

A) Increase strength B) Increase crystallinity

C) Remove built-in stresses D) Reduce extension-to- break

13. Rot Proof finish is given to

A) Cotton B) Polyester

C) Nylon D) Acrylic

14. The end groups in PET are

A) Carboxyl B) Hydroxyl

C) Carboxyl and hydroxyl D) Carboxyl and Amino

15. Dyeing of silk is carried out by using

A) Disperse dyes B) Acid dyes

C) Pigment colours D) None of the above
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16. Standard CSP value for a combed cotton yarn is

A) 1,850 B) 2,000

C) 2,250 D) 2,800

17. The resultant count of a twofold cotton yarn is 16s Ne. If the doubling
process causes a contraction of 10% in the component yarns, the count of
the component single yarn will be

A) 35.2s Ne B) 28.8s Ne

C) 32s Ne D) None of the above

18. Special luster of silk is related to

A) fine denier of silk

B) triangular cross section of filaments

C) high uniformity of filament denier

D) none of the above

19. Two cotton fibre varieties X and Y having linear density of 3.1 and 3.9
(micrograms/25.4 mm), respectively, are tested on an airflow instrument.
The highest flow rate is obtained in the case of

A) Fibre X with maturity ratio 0.9

B) Fibre X with maturity ratio 1.0

C) Fibre Y with maturity ratio 0.9

D) Fibre Y with maturity ratio 1.0

20. If 5 grams of a oven dry fibre absorbs 1.25 grams of moisture, the moisture
regain (MR) and moisture content (MC) of the fibre are

A) MR = 25% and MC = 23.8%

B) MR = 23.8% and MC = 25%

C) MR = 23.8% and MC = 23.8%

D) MR = 25% and MC = 20%
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21. Sizing gives to the yarn

A) Higher breaking strength B) Increased elongation at break

C) Increased pliability D) None of the above

22. Loop length of knitted fabric is changed by adjusting

A) Throw cam B) Clearing cam

C) Guard cam D) Stitch cam

23. The magazine creel is employed for

A) Long run of the same warp

B) Quick change over from one warp to another

C) Saving space

D) Saving energy

24. In shuttleless weaving. weft waste is minimum on

A) Air-jet loom B) water-jet loom

C) Rapier loom D) Gripper (or projectile) loom

25. Side Weft Fork on a loom stops it

A) two picks before weft finishes B) one pick before weft finishes

C) just as the weft finishes D) after the weft has finished

26. _________ involve random selection

A) Probability sampling B) Non-probability sampling

C) Purposive sampling D) None of these
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27. The null hypothesis of the sign test is that

A) Half the ranks to be less than the median and half greater than the
median

B) Half the ranks to be less than the mean and half greater than the mean

C) The lower half the ranks to have the same mean as the upper half

D) The tower half the ranks to have the same standard deviation as the
upper half

28. One or two tail test will determine

A) If the two extreme values (min or max) of the sample need to be rejected

B) If the hypothesis has one or possible two conclusions

C) If the region of rejection is located in one or two tails of the distribution

D) None of the above

29. Identifying causes of a problem and possible solution to a problem is

A) Field Study B) Diagnosis tic study

C) Action study D) Pilot study

30. In Testing the statistical hypothesis, which of the following statement is
false

A) The critical region is the values of the test statistic for which we reject
null hypothesis.

B) The level of significance is the probability of type I error

C) The p-value measures the probability that the null hypothesis is true

D) None of the above
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31. An interval scale contains ______

A) Mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive categories as well as the
property of order, but not distance or unique origin

B) The properties of order, classification, and equal distance between points
but no unique origin

C) Mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive categories, but without
the properties of order, distance, and origin

D) The properties of classification, order, equal distance, and unique origin

32. Which ONE of these is the best description of secondary data?

A) Ordinary data B) Existing data

C) Omnibus data D) Ordinal data

33. What is the appropriate test statistic to use to determine the significance of
the coefficient of determination in a bivariate regression?

A) F statistic B) Z score

C) X2 D) ANOVA

34. When a hypothesis is stated negatively it is called

A) Relational Hypothesis B) Situational Hypothesis

C) Null Hypothesis D) Casual Hypothesis

35. A Hypothesis contributes to the development of __________

A) Theory B) Generalization

C) Evolution D) Concept
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36. In a survey the number questions is

A) Unlimited B) Limited

C) Both limited and unlimited D) None of the above

37. Chi-square test for independence assesses which of the following?

A) It assesses whether there is a relationship between two categorical
variables

B) It assesses whether there is a relationship between the population and
the sample

C) It assesses whether there is a significant difference between two
categorical variables

D) It assesses whether there is significant difference between scores taken
at time 1 and those taken at time 2

38. What is the function of a post-test in ANOVA?

A) Determine if any statistically significant group differences have occurred.

B) Describe those groups that have reliable differences between group
means.

C) Set the critical value for the F test (or chi-square).

D) None of the above

39. Data originating from studies that are conducted by others and for a different
purpose than the one for which the data are being reviewed are called ______
data.

A) Primary B) Secondary

C) Quantitative D) Descriptive
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40. Which of the following measures become larger as the data is more dispersed
- the mean, median, range. variance or standard deviation?

A) The mean and the median.

B) The median and range.

C) The mean, variance and standard deviation.

D) The range, variance and standard deviation.

41. The order in which participants complete a task is an example of what level
of measurement?

A) Ordinal B) Nominal

C) Ratio D) Interval

42. Facts, figures and other relevant materials serving as bases for a study is
called

A) Sample B) Method

C) Data D) Theory

43. Observation of an event personally by the observer is _________

A) Indirect observation B) Direct observation

C) Controlled observation D) Uncontrolled observation

44. Probability sampling is otherwise called

A) Multiple choice B) Uni-variate Analysis

C) Random Sampling D) Bi-variate Analysis

45. Summarizing raw data and displaying them on compact statistical tables for
analysis is

A) Tabulation B) Coding

C) Transcription D) Editing
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46. Hypothesis refers to :

A) The outcome of an experiment

B) A conclusion drawn from an experiment

C) A form of bias in which the subject tries to outguess the experimenter

D) A tentative statement about the relationship

47. Preliminary data collection is a part of the

A) Descriptive research B) Exploratory research

C) Applied research D) Explanatory research

48. __________ is the determination of the plan for conducting there search
and as such it involves the specification of approaches and procedures.

A) Strategy B) Research Design

C) Hypothesis D) Deductive

49. The first step in there search process is the :

A) Development of the research plan

B) Survey of stakeholders to determine if problems exist

C) Collection of the available sources for needed information

D) Definition of the problem and research objectives

50. Why is it important for are searcher to review the literature?

A) Because it shows time has been spent on the subject.

B) Because it identifies like-minded researchers.

C) Because it is traditional.

B) Because it will find if anyone has done the work before.
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